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Abstract
The homotopy type of the connected components of Map(X; BSU(2)) are classied by the
second Chern class of corresponding principal SU(2) bundles. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let X be an oriented simply connected closed 4-manifold, Pk;X the principal SU(2)
bundle over X with c2(Pk;X )= k 2 Z, and Mapk(X; BSU(2)) the connected component
of Map(X; BSU(2)) including the map inducing Pk;X , where Map(X; BSU(2)) is the
space of continuous maps from X to BSU(2). We would like to know the condition
for Mapk(X; BSU(2)) ’ Mapl(X; BSU(2)). In [10], the second author gave the answer
to this question when X =S4. In this paper we treat the case of X with positive second
betti number and show the following.
Theorem 1.1. Mapk(X; BSU(2)) is homotopy equivalent to Mapl(X; BSU(2)) if and
only if(
jkj= jlj if X admits an orientation reversing homotopy equivalence;
k = l otherwise:
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Remark 1.2. It is clear from the proof that we can show X ’ Y if Mapk(X; BSU(2)) ’
Mapl(Y; BSU(2)) where Y is another simply connected closed 4-manifold. Moreover,
this theorem holds if X is a simply connected Poincare 4 complex.
Remark 1.3. In [4], Masbaum showed that if Mapk(X; BSU(2)) and Mapl(X; BSU(2))
have the isomorphic cohomology algebra over Z, then k and l are divisible by the
same prime numbers (with a caveat for the primes 2 and 3).
Let Gk; X be the gauge group of Pk;X . In [9], the second author showed that, if X is
smooth, Gk; X = Gl; X if and only if(
jkj= jlj if X admits an orientation reversing dieomorphism;
k = l otherwise:
Let BGk; X be the classifying space of Gk; X . It is well known [2,1] that BGk; X ’
Mapk(X; BSU(2)). As a corollary to Theorem 1.1, we have the following.
Corollary 1.4. BGk; X ’ BGl; X if and only if(
jkj= jlj if X admits an orientation reversing homotopy equivalence;
k = l otherwise:
The method used in [10] does not work well if the second betti number of X is
positive and we cannot use the method of this paper when X = S4.
In Section 2 we determine the cohomology of Mapk(X; BS
3) and Mapk (X; BS
3) in
low degree. Note that SU(2) = S3. Using the structure of the cohomology algebra, we
prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 3.
In this paper H() means integral cohomology unless stated otherwise.
2. Cohomology
In this section, we study the cohomology of Mapk(X; BS
3). Let b be the second betti
number of X . We have the following cobration:
S3
−!_bS2 i−!X; (1)
where  is the attaching map of the top cell of X and i is the inclusion. Let
is : S2 ! _bS2
be the inclusion to the sth component and
ps : _S2 ! S2
the collapsing map except sth component. Let ~a 2 H 2(S2) be a generator and ~u 2
H 4(X ) the generator which is the dual of the fundamental class.
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Put ~as = (i)−1ps ( ~a) 2 H 2(X ).
We have the following brations:
Mapk (S
4; BS3)! Mapk (X; BS3) i
]
!
Y
Map(S2; BS3); (2)
where
i] : Mapk (X; BS
3)!
Y
Map(S2; BS3)
is the map induced by i : _S2 ! X and
Mapk (X; BS
3)
j−!Mapk(X; BS3) ev−!BS3; (3)
where j is the inclusion and ev is the evaluation map at the base point.
Let ~c 2 H 4(BS3) be the universal second Chern class and
~x 2 H 2(Map(S2; BS3)) = [
2BS3; 
2K(Z; 4)]
=H 2(
S3) = Z
the generator given by 
2 ~c.
It is clear from bration (3) that
j :H 2(Mapk(X; BS
3))
=−!H 2(Mapk (X; BS3))
is an isomorphism.
Put
~y = ev( ~c) 2 H 4(Mapk(X; BS3));
~xs = (j)−1((i]s  i]) ~x) 2 H 2(Mapk(X; BS3));
where
i]s :
Y
Map(S2; BS3)! Map(S2; BS3)
is the map induced by is : S2 ! _S2.
Let qX (X1; : : : ; Xb) be a polynomial over Z dened by
qX (X1; : : : ; Xb) =
X
q( ~as; ~as)X 2s + 2
X
s<t
q( ~as; ~at)XsXt;
where q is the intersection form of X and we put
~qk = qX ( ~x1; : : : ; ~xb) 2 H 4(Mapk(X; BS3)):
Proposition 2.1.
H 2(Mapk(X; BS
3))
=
(
Zb if q; the intersection form of X ; is odd ;
h ~x1; : : : ; ~xbi  Z=2 if q is even;
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where h ~x1; : : : ; ~xbi is the free abelian group generated by ~x1; : : : ; ~xb. If q is odd;
h ~x1; : : : ; ~xbi is contained as a subgroup of index 2.
Proof. We have an exact sequence by the Serre spectral sequence for bration (2):
0 −! bH 2(Map(S2; BS3)) (i
])−! H 2(Mapk (X; BS3)) ! Z=2! 0 =x??j
Zb h(i]1) ~x; : : : ; (i]b) ~xi H 2(Map(S2; BS3))
(4)
hence ~x1; : : : ; ~xb generate a free abelian group of index 2 in H 2(Map(S2; BS3)). Note
that q is even if and only if Sq2 = 0, which is equivalent to = 0 2 4(_S3), where
 is the attaching map of the top cell in X . Using the homotopy exact sequence for
bration (2), we have the following (see [3,6]):
1(Mapk (X; BS
3)) =
(
Z=2 if q is even;
0 if q is odd;
2(Mapk (X; BS
3)) =
(
Zb  Z=2 if q is even;
Zb if q is odd:
Hence if q is odd,
H 2(Mapk (X; BS
3)) = Hom(2(Mapk (X; BS3));Z) = Zb:
If q is even, H 2(Mapk (X; BS
3)) contains 2-torsion since H1(Mapk (X; BS
3)) = Z=2.
Therefore the exact sequence (4) splits.
Let e be the evaluation map
X Mapk(X; BS3) e−!BS3:
Recall that Donaldson’s  map
 : Hi(X )! H 4−i(Mapk(X; BS3))
is dened by the slant product () = e( ~c)=. Put s = (i  is)([S2]) 2 H2(X ) where
[S2] 2 H2(S2) is the fundamental class.
Proposition 2.2. (s) = ~xs and
e( ~c) = k ~u+
X
~as ⊗ ~xs + ~y 2 H 4(X Mapk(X; BS3)):
Proof. To begin with, we study the following evaluation map eS :
S2 Map(S2; BS3) eS−!BS3:
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Consider the following commutative diagram:
Recall that ~x = 
2 ~c, hence we have
eS ( ~c) = ~a⊗ ~x:
Note that
H 4(X Mapk(X; BS3))
= H 4(X ) H 2(X )⊗ H 2(Mapk(X; BS3)) H 4(Mapk(X; BS3))
and f ~a1; : : : ; ~abgH 2(X ) is the dual basis of f1; : : : ; bgH2(X ), hence we can write
e( ~c) = k ~u+
X
~as ⊗ (s) + ~y:
We must show that (t) = ~xt . Consider the following commutative diagram:
Recall that ~as = (i)−1ps ( ~a) hence we have
(i  it) ~as = (ps  it)( ~a) =
(
~a; s= t;
0; s 6= t;
therefore
(i  it  j)e( ~c) =
X
(i  it) ~as ⊗ j(s)
= ~a⊗ j(t):
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On the other hand,
(1 i]t  i])eS ( ~c) = (1 i]t  i])( ~a⊗ ~x)
= ~a⊗ (i]t  i]) ~x
therefore (t) = (j)−1((i]t  i]) ~x) = ~xt .
Denote the modp reduction of ~xi; ~y; ~qk by xi; y; qk .
Proposition 2.3. Let p be an odd prime. In the Z=p cohomology of Mapk(X; BS3),
the following equalities hold:
xpj = xj(−y)p−1=2;
kyp−1=2 =−p
2 − 1
4
qkyp−3=2:
Proof. We have
p1(e(c)) =p1(ku+
X
aj ⊗ xj + y)
=
X
aj ⊗ p1(xj) + p1(y)
=
X
aj ⊗ xpj + p1(y);
on the other hand,
ep1(c) = (−1)p−1=22(e(c))p+1=2
= (−1)p−1=22

ku+
X
aj ⊗ xj + y
p+1=2
= (−1)p−1=22

yp+1=2 +
p+ 1
2
X
aj ⊗ xjyp−1=2
+
p+ 1
2
p− 1
2
1
2
u⊗ qkyp−3=2 + p+ 12 ku⊗ y
p−1=2

= (−1)p−1=2

2yp+1=2 +
X
aj ⊗ xjyp−1=2
+u⊗

p2 − 1
4
qkyp−3=2 + kyp−1=2

:
Comparing the coecients of aj and u, we obtain the desired equations.
Remark 2.4. It is straightforward to show that \natural cohomology classes" p and
2
 dened in [4] are equal to our classes ~y and ~qk , respectively. Then according to
Corollary 2:2 of Masbaum [4] says (k ~y+ n ~qk=2) ~y
n−1 is divisible by 2n+ 1, which is
stronger than our Proposition 2.3.
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Note that
H(
30S
3;Z=p) = (u2p−3)⊗ Z=p[u2p−2]
for   2p + 1 where deg uj = j, u2p−2 = u2p−3. In the Serre spectral sequence for
bering (2):

30S
3 ! Mapk (X; BS3)!
Y

S3;
u2p−3 is transgressive. Since u2p−2=u2p−3, u2p−2 is also transgressive and (u2p−2)=
(u2p−3) = (u2p−3) = 0.
If p=3, (u3)=qX ((i1 )x; : : : ; (ib )x) since by Proposition 2.3, qk  0 modulo the
vector subspace generated by y. Recall that is :
Q

S2 ! 
S2 is the map induced by
the inclusion is and x 2 H 2(
S2;Z=p) is the modp reduction of ~x.
We show that, if p  5, (u2p−3) = 0 using Proposition 2.3. If (u2p−3) 6= 0, then
the E3 term is equal to the E1 term in total degree  2p− 2, hence as an algebra
H(Mapk (X; BS
3);Z=p) = H
Y

S3;Z=p
.
((u2p−3))⊗ Z=p[u2p−2]
for   2p− 2. In particular, H 2j−1(Mapk (X; BS3);Z=p) = 0 if j  p− 1.
Denote the Serre spectral sequence for bering (3):
Mapk (X; BS
3)! Mapk(X; BS3)! BS3;
by fEs; tr ; drg, then Es; t2 = Es; t1 if s+ t  2p− 2. As an H(BS3;Z=p) module
H(Mapk(X; BS
3);Z=p) = H(BS3;Z=p)⊗ H(Mapk (X; BS3);Z=p)
for   2p− 2. In particular,
ky(p−1)=2 6= p
2 − 1
4
qky(p−3)=2
for p  5 which contradicts Proposition 2.3. Therefore if p  5, then (u2p−3) = 0.
We will now compute the cohomology of Mapk(X; BS
3). If p  5, in fEs; tr ; drg,
d2p−6(1⊗ u2p−3) = c(p−3)=2 ⊗ jqk ;
where  6= 0, since y(p−3)=2qk  0 modulo the vector subspace generated by y(p−1)=2.
Therefore, if p  5, the E1 term of fEs; tr ; drg, is isomorphic to
H(BS3;Z=p)⊗ Z=p[x1; : : : ; xb; u2p−2]=(c(p−3)=2qk)
as an algebra for   2p− 2 and we get the following:
Theorem 2.5. For   4
H(Mapk(X; BS
3);Z[ 16 ]) = Z[ 16 ][ ~x1; ~x2; : : : ; ~xb; y]
as an algebra.
Theorem 2.6. For   2p− 2
H(Mapk(X; BS
3);Z=p) = Z=p[x1; x2; : : : ; xb; y; z]=(4ky(p−1)=2 − y(p−3)=2qk)
as an algebra where deg z = 2p− 2; moreover y(p+1)=2 6= 0.
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Remark 2.7. Unfortunately Lemma 3:6 in [8] is incorrect for p  5. The proof there
works only for p= 3.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1.
To simplify notation, set Mk =Mapk(X; BS
3).
Let f :Ml
’!Mk be a homotopy equivalence. We know by Tsukuda [7] that if k=0,
then l= 0. We assume that kl 6= 0.
To distinguish cohomology classes of Mk and Ml, we use the classes given in
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 with notational changes given as follows for Ml:
H(Ml;Z[ 16 ]) = Z[ 16 ][ ~x01; ~x02; : : : ; ~x0b; y0]
for   4 and
H(Ml;Z=p) = Z=p[x01; x02; : : : ; x0b; y0; z0]=(4ky0(p−1)=2 − y0(p−3)=2ql)
for   2p− 2.
Proposition 3.1.
f( ~y) = ~y0 2 H(Ml;Z[ 16 ]):
Proof. We have f( ~y)=  ~y0+ ~h where ~h=
P
hij ~x
0
i ~x
0
j and ; hij 2 Z[1=6]. Let  : S4 !
Ml be a generator of 4(Ml)=Tor. In the integral coecient cohomology, by Kono and
Tsukuda [3], ( ~y0) = l ~b where ~b 2 H 4(S4) is a generator,
l =
12=d
(12=d; l)
and d=1 if the intersection form of X is even, d=2 otherwise. Since f is a homotopy
equivalence, f is a generator of 4(Mk)=Tor, we have (f)( ~y)=k ~b. By Kono
and Tsukuda [3], k = l, hence in H 4(S4;Z[1=6]), we have
( ~y0) =(f  )( ~y)
=(f( ~y))
=( ~y0 + ~h)
=( ~y0);
therefore =1.
Let p  7 be an odd prime such that (k; p)= 1. By Theorem 2.6 note that we have
H(Mk ;Z=p) = Z=p[x1; x2; : : : ; xb; y; z]=(4ky(p−1)=2 − y(p−3)=2qk);
H(Ml;Z=p) = Z=p[x01; x02; : : : ; x0b; y0; z0]=(4ly0(p−1)=2 − y0(p−3)=2ql)
for   2p− 2.
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We have
4k(y0 + h)(p−1)=2 − (y0 + h)(p−3)=2f(qk) = (4ly0(p−1)=2 − y0(p−3)=2ql) (5)
as Z=p coecient polynomials of y0; x01; x02; : : : ; x0b where  2 Z=p. Considering both
sides as polynomials of y0 and comparing constant terms and the coecients of y0,
we have the following equations:
4kh(p−1)=2 − h(p−3)=2f(qk) = 0;
4k

p− 1
2

h(p−3)=2 − p− 3
2
h(p−5)=2f(qk) = 0:
Therefore,
0 =−4kh(p−1)=2 + 3h(p−3)=2f(qk)
=−4kh(p−1)=2 + 12kh(p−1)=2
= 8kh(p−1)=2
hence h = 0 as Z=p coecient polynomial. Since ~h  0 (modp) for any odd prime
p  7 such that (k; p) = 1, we have ~h= 0 and f( ~y) =  ~y0 in H 4(Ml;Z[1=6]).
In the Z=7 cohomology
}1(f(y)) =}1(y0) =−2y04;
on the other hand,
f(}1(y)) = f(−2y4) =−24y04
and since y04 6= 0, we have = 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Case 1: q, the intersection form of X , is even. Note that H 2(Mk)=2-torsion =
h ~x1; ~x2; : : : ; ~xbi; H 2(Ml)=2-torsion = h ~x01; ~x02; : : : ; ~x0bi by Proposition 2.1.
Put f( ~xj) =
P
aij ~x
0
i ; aij 2 Z. Then
~qk = ( ~x1; ~x2; : : : ; ~xb)Q
t( ~x1; ~x2; : : : ; ~xb)
and
f( ~qk) = ( ~x
0
1; ~x
0
2; : : : ; ~x
0
b)AQ
tAt( ~x01; ~x
0
2; : : : ; ~x
0
b);
where Q = (q( ~ai; ~aj)) and A= (aij).
Since f( ~y) = ~y0, we have
4ky0(p−1)=2 − y0(p−3)=2f(qk) = (4ly0(p−1)=2 − y0(p−3)=2ql)
as Z=p coecient polynomials of y0; x01; x02; : : : ; x0b hence k  l (modp).
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Therefore lf( ~qk)  k ~ql (modp) for innitely many p and hence lf( ~qk) = k ~ql as
quadratic forms over Z and
lAQtA= kQ:
Since f is a homotopy equivalence, det A=1, we have lb = kb.
If k =−l, then
AQtA=−Q
and following Milnor and Husemoller [5], we can construct an orientation reversing
homotopy self-equivalence of X as follows.
Let gA : _ S2 ! _S2 be a map which induces a map on H 2(_S2) represented by
the matrix A. Let  2 3(_S2) be the attaching map of the top cell of X . Recall that
there is a natural isomorphism between 3(_S2) and the space of symmetric bilinear
forms on H 2(_S2). Then it is straightforward to see gA  =− 2 3(_S2). Therefore
gA extends to an orientation reversing homotopy equivalence of X .
Case 2: q is odd. In this case, by Proposition 2.1, h ~x1; ~x2; : : : ; ~xbi is an index 2
subgroup of H 2(Mk) = Zb. Put 2f( ~xj) =
P
aij ~x
0
i ; aij 2 Z. Then
4f( ~qk) = ( ~x
0
1; ~x
0
2; : : : ; ~x
0
b)AQ
tAt( ~x01; ~x
0
2; : : : ; ~x
0
b):
Similar to Case 1, 4lf ~qk = 4k ~ql and
lAQtA= 4kQ:
Since det A=2b, we have k =l. If k =−l, then the signature of Q is zero hence
Q is equivalent to b=21 b=2 (−1) [5]. Of course b=21 b=2 (−1) is equivalent to
b=2(−1) b=2 1 hence similar to Case 1, we can construct an orientation reversing
homotopy self-equivalence of X .
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